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Let R be a commutative ring with unity. In [l] the following question has been 
asked, 
Question. If R is a strongly invariant domain and RIX1, X2 ,..., S,] == 
BP’, , yz ,..., Y,,,] must it follow that R C B? 
In this paper we prove that the answer to the above question is affirmative. 
To make the paper self-contained we first give the definition of a strongly 
invariant ring. 
DEFINITION. A ring R is said to be strongly inaariant if RIXl ,..., XT,] m= 
BIYl )...) Y,,] implies that R r-r B. Kow WC prove the following proposition. 
hOPOSITION. Let R be a strongly imariant domain. Let R[S, ,..., Ay),] _ 
B[1, ,..., 17J,i] then na < n and R C B. 
I’rooj. First we prove that ~1 < n. If m ;- 11 then let Y .~~: m - n > 0. ‘l’hen 
RIAI-l )...) -1-J == B[Y, ,..., Y,][YTl, I...) E’,+J = B[Yl ,..., Y,-l, r;,J[YT, 
I;;:! )...) Yl.+,J implies that R = B[Y, ,..., Y?] = B[Y, ,..., I-rm1 , Y,,,] which 
is a contradiction. Therefore WI < 72. 
If I1 1 0 then II? = 0 and obviously R L= B. Assume that 11 ;, 0. Let 
ZZ, B[Y, ,..., J’,-1 , I’?+, ,..., Y,,] for 1 < i < m. Then we have R[X, ,..., S,,] --: 
B,[ I;] for all i, 1 < i < nz and B -z nlci;,n B, . Therefore it is enough to prove 
that A C B, for all i, 1 < i < nz. 
Suppose for some i say i 2 1 R $ B, _ Let S := (F/Y t- R, Y $ B,). Then there 
exists an element E of R such that d E S. Rut then the Y1-degree of r? as an element 
of B,[ I-,] is positive. Without loss of generality we can assume that the Y,-degree 
of (2 is the smallest among the degree of elements of S. Let d --m 6, -I- b,l’l ~. 
. . ;- b,<I”,” where 6, E B, for all i, 0 < i .< K, 12 :> 0. 
Let b be a nonzero element of B, . Consider the B,-automorphismf,: B,[T-J + 
B,[ I’J given byf,(Y,) := Y1 f 6. Since R is strongly invariant any automorphism 
of R[S, ,..., XJ (=- Bl[Y,]) when restricted to R gives rise to an automorphism 
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of I?. Therefore fO(C) E R. This implies that jjj(C) - d E X. But X(G) ci is an 
element of B,[Y,] (- R[Xr ,..., -1J) of Yi-degree < k. Therefore by choice of 21 
we have fo(6) - a” $ S; i.e., &(d) - aS E B, . But f*(Z) 2: b, -- b,(l-t -. h) -i- 
... -[- bl,( J’r -1 6)“. Hence fb(G) - Z E 3, implies that fh(6) - Li -: b,h -. -I 
b,b” =-= b(b, + b,b -; ‘.. -1. b,bL’-1). 
Since B, C R[,1r ,... , S,] (== B,[Y,]), b(b, -; b,h -; ... -, b,b”-l) t K implies 
that either b E R or 6, + b,b -/- .‘. 1 b,bk-’ -~- 0. Thus if b t B, is not a soIution 
of the polynomial g(X) =- b, -/ b,S + .‘. + b,SJ+l then b E R. Since R is a 
domain, R[,y, ,..., -x77)1 (=- B,[lFJ) and th cre ore B, are domains. But then the f 
polynomial g(S) can have only finitely many solutions in B, . Suppose b EB, 
is a solution of g(X). Let 7’ (bi,‘i + positive integer}. If 7’ is a finite set then 
there exist positive integers p, q p < q such that 1) 1’ 7-m bq,; i.e., /J”--P 7~: 1. Since 
p - p > 0 b is a unit in B, . Therefore h is a unit in BJY,] (- R[S, ,..., S,,]) 
and hence b E R. If 7’is an infinite set then there exists a positive integer j such 
that bj is not a solution of&S). Hut then hi F Rand therefore b E R. Thus we have 
shown that B, C R. 
But since the transcendence degree of B,[ Yi] over B, is one, R, C R C B, [ kvl] 
implies that either R is algebraic over R, or B,[Y,] is algebraic over R. But if R 
is algebraic over B, then since B, is algebraically closed in B,[Y,] it will follow 
that R C B, which will contradict the assumption R @ B, . Therefore R is not 
algebraic over 13, . But then B,[YJ will be algebraic over A’. Since RIXl ,..., A’,,] = 
B,[L7J and R is algebraically closed in R[X, ,..., X,,], B,[Y,] is algebraic over R 
will imply that B,[Y,] = R; i.e., fz = 0 which is a contradiction. Therefore 
R C B, . This shows that R C B. 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
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